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Abstrat
We onjeture that the end point of bulk losed string tahyon deay at any non-zero
oupling, is the annihilation of spae time by Witten's bubble of nothing, resulting in a
topologial phase of the theory. In support of this we present a variety of situations in
whih there is a orrespondene between the existene of perturbative tahyons in one
regime and the semi-lassial annihilation of spae-time. Our disussion will inlude many
reently investigated senarios in string theory inluding Sherk-Shwarz ompatiations,
Melvin magneti bakgrounds, and nonompat orbifolds. We use this onjeture to
investigate a possible web of dualities relating the eleven-dimensional Fabinger-Horava
bakground with nonsupersymmetri string theories. Along the way we point out where
our onjeture resolves some of the puzzles assoiated with bulk losed string tahyon
ondensation.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND THE CONJECTURE
One of the most satisfying reent results in string theory involves the fate of theories with
open string tahyons. Sen onjetured that the ondensation of these tahyons orresponds
to the deay of unstable D-brane ongurations leaving a supersymmetri vauum (with or
without stable D-branes)[1, 2, 3℄. Support for this onjeture has ome from tehniques
using onformal eld theory, open string eld theory, and non-ommutative geometry.
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There is in addition a natural piture that emerges wherein the open string tahyoni
instability is the perturbative manifestation (for ertain values of the bakground moduli)
of an instability whih also admits a semi-lassial desription (for other values of the bak-
ground moduli). The simplest example of this type is the D-D system where for small
enough separation there exists an open string tahyoni mode whih mediates annihilation
of the pair a la Sen, while for large separation the tahyoni mode beomes massive and the
same annihilation instability may be desribed by a sphaleron solution of the Born-Infeld
ation [4, 5℄.
The ase for losed string tahyons is muh less understood. Reent works on systems
with losed string tahyons [6, 7, 8℄ have all pointed towards the onlusion that the endpoint
of the instability is a supersymmetri losed string vauum muh like the ase for open string
tahyons.[43℄ However not all tahyons are equal. We believe that if the oupling is non-
zero, losed string tahyons will have a more drasti eet on the theory than the open string
tahyons for the following reason. For open string string tahyons to arise one must have
D-branes in some losed string bakground (spae time). Aording to Sen the height of the
tahyon potential is given by the tension of the relevant D-brane(s). At the loation of the
deaying D-brane(s) one has (before the deay happens and for non-zero oupling) positive
urvature. (In the ase of say D9-D9 in a IIB bakground one would have dS spae to begin
with). After the deay one would have a at losed string bakground. On the other hand
the bulk losed string tahyon of Type 0B exists already in a at bakground. This means
that the at spae bakground orresponds to the unstable point (a maximum or a saddle
point) of the tahyon potential. Even if there is a minimum to the tahyon potential the
end point of the deay will not be one of the known stable at spae bakgrounds of string
theory. This is illustrated in gure 1.
In [6℄ it has been onjetured that the end point of the deay of Type 0A/B due to the
bulk tahyon in these theories is the supersymmetri Type IIA/B theory. These arguments
however are dependent on the equivalane of ertain M-theory bakgrounds with Type 0 and
Type II in ertain Melvin magneti bakgrounds. (We will review these arguments later).
Preisely at the point where one has the at 0A bakground however the region in whih
this equivalene holds shrinks to zero. This renders the piture of magneti ux shielding
onsiderably less trivial. On the other hand in a very reent paper by David et al [8℄, sigma
model RG arguments have been used to show that the end point of the deay of 0A in at
3
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Figure 1: The tahyon potentials for an unstable D-brane in dS spae on the left versus the at
spae tahyon of Type 0A on the right.
spae is IIA in at spae. How then an we reonile the argument of the previous paragraph
with this laim?
The point is that sigma model arguments are made in a partiular bakground and give
a set up in whih perturbation theory around that bakground an be done. One an
alulate S-matrix elements for arbitrary numbers of partiles on the assumption that the
oupling is so weak that the bak reation on the bakground an be ignored. Of ourse if
the oupling were exatly zero there would be no bak reation and as the tahyon slides
down the potential there will be no hange in the bakground and it is onsistent to argue
that the end point is indeed IIA. However in this paper we are interested in the question of
what happens to non-supersymmetri theories at nite (non-zero) oupling. In this ase one
really needs to take into aount the disussion of the previous paragraph. In fat even if
the tahyon potential bottomed out, at any non-zero oupling the best that one ould hope
for is to end up with a SUSY string theory (say IIA for 0A) in AdS spae.
What then might be the endpoint of this deay (for any theory with bulk tahyons
- not just 0A/B) at non-zero oupling? For now we note that another endpoint seems
plausible, that of spae-time annihilation. The motivation for this onjeture omes from a
semi-lassial argument rst presented by Witten [9℄and diretly parallels the ase for D-D
annihilation. This instability dissappears in the zero oupling limit and so may only be
assoiated with a tahyoni instability at non-zero oupling.
A preise formulation of the onjeture is as follows: Suppose we have a theory A on
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a bakground X whih admits a semi-lassial instability (determined by an analysis of
the low-energy eetive eld theory). Now also assume that this semi-lassial instability
varies smoothly as the moduli determining X are varied. If by adjusting the moduli of X
we reah a region in whih the semi-lassial analysis is invalid (but otherwise would lead
to an instability), and we are instead aorded a perturbative desription of the quantum
theory Y, then the semi-lassial instability should be reeted by a tahyoni instability
in the perturbative desription Y. In addition, the endpoint of both instabilities are to be
identied.
We may onsider a strong and weak form of the onjeture above distinguished as follows:
Strong: A semilassial instability as desribed above predits the existene of a tahyoni
perturbative desription of the resulting theory and we should identify the endpoint of
ondensation of the tahyon with that of the semilassial instability.
Weak: A semilassial instability as desribed above an be related to the tahyoni mode
whenever it exists in a perturbative desription of the resulting theory by identiation of
the endpoints of the instabilities.
The weak form allows for theories whih do not redue to tahyoni perturbative desrip-
tions. We will see examples of eah ase below.
The onjeture above will in many ases involve extrapolations from strong oupling
regions. As the systems are non-supersymmetri, suh extrapolations are unproteted and
hene we do not know how to prove them. Support for this onjeture omes from three
diretions. 1. The lose analogy to open string tahyons in unstable D-brane systems for
whih there is muh support. 2. The existene of losed string tahyons in perturbative
limits of systems exhibiting semi-lassial instabilities. 3. The fat that at spae deay
endpoints do not seem plausible for nite oupling as argued above.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In the next setion (IIA) we will rst apply
the onjeture in systems with an eleven-dimensional starting point. These are important
beause their perturbative limits involve the well known ten-dimensional string theories.
Starting with semi-lassially unstable irle and interval ompatiations of M-theory we
identify the tahyoni perturbative limits involving Type 0A/B and nonsupersymmetri
heteroti strings on at bakgrounds, Melvin magneti bakgrounds, and nonompat orb-
ifolds. We then move on in (II B) to similar onsiderations for ten-dimensional starting
points whih admit a greater degree of ontrol and in many instanes may be related to the
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eleven-dimensional ases by a 9-11 ip duality. Along the way we will enounter several
situations for whih reent analyses have led to oniting onlusions and we will disuss
these issues. We end with some onlusions (in partiular for using the Sherk-Shwarz)
mehanism for SUSY breaking and diretions for future work.
II. APPLICATIONS OF THE CONJECTURE
A. 11D → 10D
In this setion we will disuss irle and interval ompatiations of M-theory. The semi-
lassial instabilities arise in the eleven-dimensional low-energy gravity theory as a result of
the Kaluza-Klein struture of the vauum. We adapt several results from [10℄ to the ase of
ten nonompat dimensions and disuss our own ideas on the relevane of the semilassial
deay evolution. Identiation of perturbative string limits requires an extrapolation from
strong to weak oupling and in the absene of supersymmetry is unproteted.
1. Twisted Cirle M10 × S1R,B
Consider eleven-dimensional M-theory on a bakground whih loally resemblesM10×S1
ds211 = −dt2 + dρ2 + ρ2dφ2 + dyidyi + dx211 i = 3, ..., 9 (1)
but diers globally by the nontrivial identiations:
x11 ∼ x11 + 2pin1R (2)
φ ∼ φ+ 2pin1BR + 2pin2
We designate suh a twisted irle by S1R,B. Let us hoose a periodi spin struture for the
S1R. The twist parameter B takes values 0 ≤ |B| < 2R . For B = 0 this is a supersymmetri
ompatiation while for B 6= 0 the spaetime supersymmetry is ompletely broken. The
eetive theory governing the low-energy dynamis will generially inorporate Einstein-
Hilbert gravity. It has been known for some time that gravity on a Kaluza-Klein bakground
of this form exhibits a semi-lassial instability towards the annihilation of spaetime (rst
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disussed for ve dimensions in [11, 12℄ and later extended to eleven dimensions in [10℄). This
instability is mediated by a boune solution that takes the form of an eleven-dimensional
Eulidean Kerr blak hole solution:
ds211 = (1−
µ
r6Σ
)dx20 −
2µαsin2θ
r6Σ
dx0dφ+
Σ
r2 − α2 − µr−6dr
2 + Σdθ2 (3)
+
sin2θ
Σ
[(r2 − α2)Σ− µ
r6
α2sin2θ]dφ2 + r2cos2θ(dχ2 + sin2χdΩ26)
where Σ ≡ r2 − α2cos2θ, µ is the blak hole mass parameter, α is a single omplexi-
ed angular momentum parameter, and we have written dΩ7 as dχ
2 + sin2χdΩ6 for later
onveniene. The identiations (2) are most easily expressed in eleven-dimensional SO(2)-
oordinates on S1 :
t, ρ, φ(2pi), x3,x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x11
but the instanton is more easily expressed in SO(9)-oordinates on S8 :
x0, r, θ
(pi
2
), φ(2pi), χ(2pi), θ
(pi)
1 , θ
(pi)
2 , θ
(pi)
3 , θ
(pi)
4 , θ
(pi)
5 , θ
(pi)
6 .
To math the boune solution (3) to the unstable bakground (1,2) the bakground param-
eters must satisfy:
R =
µ
4r7H − 3α2r5H
(4)
B =
αr6H
µ
− α|α|R
where rH is the loation of the Eulidean blak hole horizon satisfying:
r2H = α
2 +
µ
r6H
. (5)
The oordinate singularity sets a lower bound on the range of the radial oordinate
r ≥ rH . (6)
To estimate the deay rate we evaluate the Eulidean ation I for the boune solution (3)
and alulate Γ ∼ e−I . This evaluates to:
Γ ∼ e− pi
5µR
96G11
(7)
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where G11 is the eleven-dimensional Newton's onstant. Evaluating the deay rate in terms
of the bakground parameters R,B involves untangling expressions (4,5) whih an be quite
diult. The task simplies for two important parameter regions [12℄:
For |B| ∼ 0 the expression for µ redues to µ = (7
2
)7 R
|B|7
whih learly diverges for |B| → 0.
The deay rate vanishes rendering the theory stable against the semi-lassial instability.
For |B| = 1
R
(orresponding to α = 0 ) the expression simplies to µ = (4R)8. One
an demonstrate that this is atually a minimum of µ(B) and hene represents the most
unstable bakground.
In fat we have found with some numerial work that the deay rate is a monotonially
dereasing funtion of R for xed B 6= 0 indiating the expeted stability of the deom-
patied theory and in turn the maximum instability of the theory as R → 0. For xed R
one an also demonstrate that the deay rate is a monotonially inreasing funtion for B
inreasing from 0→ 1
R
beyond whih it monotonially dereases as B approahes 2
R
.
The evolution of the bakground (1,2) after the deay is determined by nding a zero-
momentum surfae in the boune solution and using this as inital data for an analyti
ontinuation bak to Lorentzian signature. Suh a zero-momentum surfae is given by
χ = pi
2
, so we may ontinue (3) by sending χ→ pi
2
+ iτ to obtain
ds211 = (1−
µ
r6Σ
)dx20 −
2µαsin2θ
r6Σ
dx0dφ+
Σ
r2 − α2 − µr−6dr
2 + Σdθ2 (8)
+
sin2θ
Σ
[(r2 − α2)Σ− µ
r6
α2sin2θ]dφ2 + r2cos2θ(−dτ 2 + cosh2τdΩ6)
To get a feel for what the metri above desribes let us rst identify the spatial innity
limit with the pre-deay geometry. This is nontrivial owing to the double analyti ontinua-
tion (t→ ix0, χ→ pi2 + iτ) that we have used to get to this expression. Just after the deay
the geometry far from the deay nuleus should be in its pre-deay form. Evaluating (8) for
r →∞ we nd
ds211(r →∞) ∼ dx20 + dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2sin2θdφ2 − r2cos2θdτ 2 + r2cos2θcosh2τdΩ6. (9)
In this form it is not obvious that this metri desribes asymptotially at spae. To see
this we rst introdue radial oordinates (ρ̂, r̂) dened by
ρ̂ = rsinθ (10)
r̂ = rcosθ
8
and then introdue at oordinates
r˜ = r̂coshτ (11)
τ˜ = r̂sinhτ.
In these oordinates (9) takes the form
ds211(r →∞) ∼ dx20 + dρ̂2 + ρ̂2dφ2 + dr˜2 + r˜2dΩ6 − dτ˜ 2 (12)
whih learly desribes a at eleven-dimensional spaetime.
The full post-deay metri expressed in these at oordinates is extremely ompliated,
however the most striking feature of the deay senario is easily seen as a result of (11).
Note that the oordinate redenitions imply
r˜2 + ρ̂2 − τ˜ 2 = r2. (13)
A trivial algebrai rearrangement of (13) ombined with the oordinate minimum for r
in (6) implies the existene of a totally geodesi submanifold whih is growing in time
(r˜2 + ρ̂2)min = r
2
H + τ˜
2. (14)
For the oordinate region inside of the expanding bubble r˜2+ ρ̂2 < r2H+ τ˜
2
the metri degrees
of freedom ease to exist. This is the bubble of nothing annihilation of spaetime rst
desribed by Witten[9℄.[44℄ It is a diult piture to onsider but is strikingly reminisent of
the idea of a purely topologial phase of gravity. One should here onsider the orresponding
story for unstable open string theories in whih the deay (either via ondensation of tahyons
or sphaleron mediated semi-lassial proesses) often leads to an annihilation of the open
string degrees of freedom. For unstable D-branes one always has the losed string vauum
to leave behind, but for an unstable losed string vauum the natural result seems, though
perfetly analogous, onsiderably more atastrophi.
A great deal of disussion has been aimed at eluidating the piture of this semi-lassial
deay in terms of a dimensionally redued theory[6, 10, 11, 12℄. This has led to a num-
ber of seemingly strange equivalenes. A very simple example involves two dierent ten-
dimensional desriptions of the same eleven-dimensional proess.[45℄ In one ase the deay
9
involves spaetime falling into a pointlike singularity at an ever inreasing rate, while the
other desription resembles the (onsiderably less atastrophi) shielding of a Kaluza-Klein
magneti eld via pair prodution of magneti monopoles.[46℄ While these are ertainly
very interesting results, we take here the view that exatly when a Kaluza-Klein redution
beomes appropriate we lose the eleven-dimensional lassial gravity approximation used
in these alulations. At suiently small length sales quantum M-theory eets beome
important. The appropriate quantum desription in many ases will be in terms of a per-
turbative string theory on the redued bakground. We shouldn't onern ourselves with
the dimensionally redued piture of the semi-lassial instability. Instead we should look
for perturbative manifestations of this instability. Why then identify the endpoints of the
semi-lassial and perturbative deays? Again a hief motivation is the analogy with unsta-
ble open string theories where we see the semilassial instability desribed in [4, 5℄ go over
to the tahyoni instability eluidated by Sen in [1, 2, 3℄.
If the size of the radius shrinks below the eleven-dimensional Plank length R < lP then
the eleven-dimensional gravity approximation used above breaks down. However we are
in most ases aorded a desription of the resulting dynamis in terms of weakly oupled
string theory. For B = 0 this of ourse redues to supersymmetri Type IIA strings in a at
bakground. The boune ation above diverges for this partiular ase reeting that the
eleven-dimensional theory is atually supersymmetri and hene stable. We will now move
on to the unstable B 6= 0 ases and disuss their perturbative limits.
2. Melvin Models
For values of 0 ≤ |B| < 1
R
and R < lP we may redue the bakground (1,2) along
the Killing vetor l = ∂x11 − B∂φ to obtain a Melvin magneti ux tube bakground (a
uxbrane)[10, 11℄ whih is desribed by:
ds210 = Λ
1
2 (−dt2 + dρ2 + dyidyi) + Λ− 12ρ2d ˜φ2 (15)
e
4Φ
3 = Λ = 1 + ρ2B2 (16)
10
A
φ˜
=
Bρ2
2Λ
=⇒ 1
2
FµνF
µν |ρ=0 = B2 (17)
where
˜φ ≡ φ − Bx11. This urved ten-dimensional bakground inorporates an axially
symmetri RR two-form eld strength parameterized by its entral (ρ = 0) value B, and a
nontrivial dilaton whih grows as we move away from the ρ = 0 hyperplane for B 6= 0. To
determine the perturbative ontent of the theory we should reall that the eleven-dimensional
starting point was M-theory on a at Kaluza-Klein bakground. For the periodi hoie of
spin struture on the S1R fator and for B = 0 this redues to Type IIA strings on M
10
as
disussed above. For B 6= 0 we should then obtain Type IIA strings propagating on the
Melvin bakground.[47℄
Quantizing strings on the bakground (15,16,17) faes the twin diulties of inorpo-
rating RR ux and a urved geometry and is beyond urrent understanding. Applying
the strong form of the onjeture disussed in the introdution would however imply that
the orresponding losed string utations should admit at least one tahyoni mode whose
ondensation would also lead to the annihilation of the spaetime.
The theory for |B| 6= 0 is ontinuously onneted to the supersymmetri Type IIA va-
uum. It may seem natural that ondensation of a losed string tahyon would in this ase
relax the value of |B| to zero, restoring the supersymmetri vauum.[48℄ In this sense the
Melvin magneti ux would represent an exited state in the Type IIA theory, deaying
by ux dissipation.[49℄ However the Melvin bakground does not merely onstitute weakly
oupled Type IIA string theory with some additional unstable ux. As one an see from
the nontrivial dilaton prole (16) a desription in terms of any weakly oupled string theory
will only be possible in the spatial region R < ρ < 1
|B|
, see gure 2.
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Figure 2: Radial range of weakly oupled 10D physis for a nonritial Melvin bakground.
For ρ < R we invalidate the Kaluza-Klein ansatz, while for ρ > 1
|B|
the string oupling
beomes strong. In either ase we must utilize the eleven-dimensional desription.
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3. Critial Melvin and Type 0A:The Sherk-Shwarz Cirle
For |B| = 1
R
the eet of the twisted identiations (2) is to aompany a 2piR translation
in x11 (generated by n1 → n1 + 1) with a 2pi rotation in φ. This fores fermions to pik up
a −1 when transported around the ompat irle (so alled Sherk-Shwarz (SS) boundary
onditions [13℄) and leaves bosons unaeted. Our starting point was a periodi spin stru-
ture on the S1R so the net eet of |B| = 1R is to exatly reverse this hoie of spin struture.
Thus one may onsider the ritial ase of |B| = 1
R
in either of two ways:
a. Periodi spin struture on S1R and |B| = 1R .
This ase will again redue to Type IIA strings propagating on a Melvin magneti bak-
ground. However in this ritial ase (gure 3) the theory is nowhere desribed by a weakly
oupled ten-dimensional string theory sine the relevant region shrinks to zero.
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Figure 3: Radial range of perturbative desriptions for a ritial Melvin bakground.
b. Antiperiodi spin struture on S1R and |B| = 0.
In this ase the resulting ten-dimensional bakground is atM10. Bergman and Gaberdiel
have onsidered M-theory ompatied on a Sherk-Shwarz irle and onjetured that
the appropriate perturbative degrees of freedom are Type 0A strings[14℄.[50℄ While this
onlusion is still unveried it agrees with our onjeture in the sense that the spetrum of
Type 0A strings onM10 admits a losed string tahyon. The endpoint of ondensation of the
Type OA losed string tahyon would then be identied with the annihilation of spaetime.
Thus far only the speial ases |B| = 0, 1
R
admit realiable perturbative information. The
presene of RR ux and the urvature of spaetime for |B| 6= 0, 1
R
renders even a spetrum
alulation beyond our reah, however, we will later disuss similar models in nine dimensions
for whih the full spetrum is trivially obtained.
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4. Nonompat Orbifolds
When the twist parameter takes speial values of the form |B| = 1
NR
or |B| = 1
R
+ 1
NR
we an perform SL(2, Z) transformations on the (x11, φ) ompatiation torus and redue
to a ten-dimensional bakground of the form[6℄:
ds210 = ηµνdx
µdxν + dr̂2 +
r̂2
N2
d ̂φ2 (18)
e
4Φ
3 = N2 (19)
A
φ̂
=
1
2
R
N − 1
N
(20)
The resulting spaetime is that of a nonompat orbifold with the fundamental region a one
of deit angle
2pi
N
. The dilaton in this ase is onstant throughout the spaetime. If we start
with periodi spin struture on the S1R then for |B| = 1NR the orret perturbative degrees of
freedom involve Type 0A strings. For periodi spin struture on the S1R and |B| = 1R + 1NR
we transform to B′ = B − B
|B|
1
R
and reverse the spin struture as in setion IIA 3. This
redues to Type IIA strings propagating on the orbifold bakground (18,19,20).
Even though the geometry is loally at, string quantization on this bakground is diult
owing to the presene of the RR Wilson line. Our onjeture would imply the existene of
a tahyoni instability in the perturbative desription for either |B| = 1
NR
or |B| = 1
R
+ 1
NR
with the endpoint of its ondensation involving the annihilation of spaetime.
This result seems to ontradit the onlusions reahed in [7℄ where it was found that the
eet of tahyon ondensation in nonompat orbifolds is to un-orbifold the theory restor-
ing the underlying supersymmetri losed string vauum. This deserves some disussion.
Among the arguments in [7℄ was the observation that the orbifold xed plane represents a
urvature singularity in a loally at spaetime whih may be viewed as a loalized exita-
tion above the underlying bakground. In fat for the speial ases ZN with N odd it was
pointed out that the losed string tahyons are loalized to the orbifold xed plane and by
an analogy with open string tahyons loalized to unstable D-branes represent an instability
towards deay of the loalized energy density restoring the supersymmetri vauum. The
elegant analysis in [7℄ is sound, however when one tries to apply their onlusions to the
present senario we nd some obstales.
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First of all the analysis was performed in the zero oupling limit. As we argued in the
introdution, for zero oupling the tahyon may ondense without aeting the underlying
bakground. We expet that for non-zero oupling the tahyon will have a more dramati
eet on the bakground. Seondly to onnet these orbifolds to the twisted irle ompat-
iations disussed above one must inlude the RR Wilson line (20). In [7℄ the spetrum
of the theory was omputed without inorporating any Wilson line. As we have mentioned
earlier inluding the RR Wilson line is diult, however one an irumvent this diulty
by looking at the orresponding situation obtained by ompatifying a ten-dimensional the-
ory on a twisted irle. In this ase the Wilson line will arise in the NSNS setor and the
spetrum an be evaluated exatly. We will disuss these in more detail in setion IIB but
for now we point out that one important eet of inluding the Wilson line is the loaliza-
tion of losed string tahyons for any value of 0 < |B| < 1
R
(partiularly |B| = 1
NR
with
N even or odd). In addition the urvature singularity as a loalized exitation above a
at bakground argument needs to be reonsidered. For a Wilson line of the form (20)
the ten-dimensional geometry atually lifts to a at eleven-dimensional geometry whih is
everywhere regular. Probing distanes very lose to the orbifold xed plane invalidates the
Kaluza-Klein ansatz and we should replae the redued theory by its eleven-dimensional
interpretation.
5. The Sherk-Shwarz Interval M10 × ISSL
Consider now Horava-Witten (HW) theory [15, 16℄, i.e. eleven-dimensional M-theory
ompatied on a line segment of length L. In addition to the bulk degrees of freedom
anomaly anellation requires an E8 gauge theory to live on eah ten-dimensional wall
bounding the bulk spaetime. Fabinger and Horava (FH) onsidered the senario that
results from reversing the hirality of fermions living on one of the walls[17℄. This breaks the
spaetime supersymmetry and renders the theory unstable. FH demonstrated the existene
of an attrative asimir fore between the walls and then went on to disuss a semi-lassial
instability towards formation of a wormhole-like tube onneting the two walls, the interior
of whih has no metri degrees of freedom. This tube grows radially outward eating up both
the E8 walls and the bulk spaetime. This system is equivalent to a ompatiation of
M-theory on a Sherk-Shwarz irle of radius
L
pi
followed by a Z2 orbifolding. This may be
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viewed as a Z2 orbifolding of the ritially twisted irle S
1
L
pi
, pi
L
disussed in setion IIA 3.
The relevant boune solution is simply the Z2 invariant form of (3) evaluated at RFH =
L
pi
and B = pi
L
.
ds211 = (1−
µ
R8
)dx211 + (1−
µ
R8
)−1dr2 + r2(dχ2 + sin2χdΩ8) (21)
For the ritial ase we may easily express the mass parameter µ in terms of the bakground
parameters
µ = (
4L
pi
)8. (22)
Borrowing expression (7) for the deay rate we nd
Γ ∼ e−
2
11L9
3pi4G11 . (23)
Analysis of the post deay evolution proeeds along the lines of setion IIA 1. The piture
is that of a Z2 projetion of Witten's spherially symmetri bubble of nothing expanding in
time. We now disuss two possible perturbative limits of the FH senario.
6. The Case of the Shrinking Interval M10 × ISSL→0
Consider the situation where the two E8 walls ome together. For L ∼ lP the eleven-
dimensional gravity approximation breaks down. We might antiipate a result similar to
the HW ase for whih the appropriate desription as the two E8 walls ome together is
in terms of weakly oupled Heteroti E8 × E8 string theory (HsusyE8×E8) on M10. For the
ase of FH the resulting perturbative string desription must have broken supersymmetry.
Furthermore, our onjeture in its strong form would imply that the resulting string theory
should have a tahyoni mode whih mediates the annihilation of spaetime. There are seven
andidate nonsupersymmetri heteroti string theories [18℄. Their relevant properties are
summarized in the table below.
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Gauge Symmetry Tahyon Representation Chiral
HSO(16)×SO(16) tahyon-free yes
HSO(32) (32v) no
HSO(8)×SO(24) (8v, 1) yes
HSU(16)×SO(2) (1, 2v) yes
HSO(16)×E8 (16v, 1) yes
HE7×SU(2)×E7×SU(2) (1, 2, 1, 2) yes
HE8 (1) no
To identify the best andidate theory we onsider the membrane world-volume anomaly
analysis of HW[16℄. For a topologially stabilized membrane wrapping a large S1x9 and
strethed between the two walls, the right-moving 8′′ fermions[51℄ indue a three-dimensional
gravitational anomaly sine the world-volume has orbifold singularities, i.e. it is not a smooth
manifold. To anel this anomaly one must add left-moving urrent algebra modes with
c = 16. Sine the anomaly is loalized and evenly distributed between the two boundaries
of the world-volume, the urrent algebra modes should be evenly distributed between the
two ends as well. In the HW ase spaetime supersymmetry is preserved, and the only
supersymmetri string theory with this world-sheet struture is the HsusyE8×E8 theory.[52℄ If
the spaetime supersymmetry is broken, as in the ase at hand, then we should look for
nonsupersymmetri strings with this world-sheet struture. Only two of the seven ases
above are of this type; the HE8×SO(16) and HSO(16)×SO(16) theories. There are two additional
reasons whih lead to the hoie of HE8×SO(16) as the L→ 0 limit of FH. Motivated by our
onjeture, we hoose the only one of these two that is tahyoni. This would follow from
the strong form of the onjeture. An indiation that this is plausible was worked out in [17℄
where the mass of a membrane state strethed between the two walls was alulated and
shown to beome tahyoni when the two walls are suiently lose, i.e. L < lP . Of ourse
the membrane energy alulation beomes invalid preisely in this regime, but it does seem
indiative of a ontinued instability of the theory. Furthermore, the GSO onstraints whih
lead to the HE8×SO(16) theory dier from those that lead to the H
susy
E8×E8 theory by a twist of
exp(ipiFB) whih aets only half of the left moving urrent algebra modes.[53℄ It may seem
odd that the gauge group is broken asymmetrially as the two-walls ome together sine there
seems to be no preferred wall. However both E8 and SO(16) require 16 urrent algebra
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fermions on the orresponding worldsheet so in a sense the walls are on equal footing. The
eet of ipping one of the E8 walls on the M-theory side must translate into a modiation
of the GSO projetion on one of the two sets of 16 urrent algebra fermions on the heteroti
string worldsheet. In any ase, the two walls oming together ventures through intermediate
oupling regions (for whih there is no known desription) unproteted by supersymmetry,
rendering the spei mehanism behind the spaetime gauge symmetry breaking diult
to study.
7. The Case of the Shrinking Transverse Cirle M9 × S1R→0 × ISSL=finite
Now onsider the FH bakground keeping the Sherk-Shwarz interval length L large and
further ompatifying the theory on a transverse irle S1R with a periodi hoie of spin
struture. For R < lP we should be able to desribe the system by a nonsupersymmetri
variant of the familiar Type I' theory (Type 0') as shown in gure 4.
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Figure 4: Compatiations of HW and FH on transverse irles. The harges arried by the
orientifold planes are expliitly designated.
In the familiar supersymmetri ase Type I' is obtained from IIA ompatied on a irle
by dividing out by the Z2 symmetry g = IΩ where Ω is the world sheet orientation reversal
and I : x9 → −x9. In the original M-theory piture of the FH onstrution the reversal
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of orientation of one of the E8 walls may be aomplished by dividing the theory by an
additional Z2 symmetry generated by g
′ = S(−1)Fs giving
M9 × S1R × S1L
pi
/(Z2 × Z ′2) (24)
where in the M-theory ase the rst Z2 is generated by just the reetion. Thus the theory
that we get on redution to ten dimensions R→ 0 should be Type IIA on M9×S1L
pi
/(Z2×Z ′2)
where the two symmetries are generated by g and g′. This is equivalent to a theory dened
in [19, 20℄ and has an orientifold 8-plane at one xed point and an anti-orientifold at the
other xed point. There is no need to add D-branes to anel RR tadpoles but getting
at spae would require the anellation of the NSNS tadpoles and thus would entail the
presene of 16 D8-branes and 16 D8-branes with the passage to the orresponding M theory
ase possible when the former are oinident with the orientifold plane and the latter with
the anti-orientifold plane. Thus this limit of the FH theory is simply an orientation reversed
version of the Type I' theory. We should then really be onsidering an S1 ompatiation
of FH with a Wilson line Y whih breaks the E8×E8 gauge symmetry to SO(16)×SO(16).
This has a potentially tahyoni mode oming from the twisted setor [14℄, with mass
m2 =
L2
4pi2α′2
− 2
α′
(25)
whih beomes tahyoni when L < 2pi
√
2α′ . This state learly survives the g and g′
projetions.
It should be stressed that this is a losed string tahyon oming from the lowest winding
mode of the twisted setor of the theory. In addition of ourse the theory has open string
tahyons oming from the open strings strethed between the D-D¯ when they get within a
distane pi
√
2α′ of eah other. The D-branes are attrated to eah other and will annihilate
due to this, leaving us with a bakground that will have a negative osmologial onstant
(due to the negative tension of the orientifold anti-orientifold system). What would one
expet to be the end point of the deay of the losed string tahyon?
The answer to this aording to our onjeture should be obtained from the piture of
semi-lassial vauum bubble deay that one one has when L > 2pi
√
2α′ in analogy with
the orresponding M-theory FH ase. Thus as in the FH ase one expets this theory to be
subjet to spae time annihilation. One might then onjeture that for L < 2pi
√
2α′ also the
end point of the tahyoni deay should also be interpreted as the atastrophi annihilation
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of the bakground, even though stritly speaking this is not a region where the geometrial
argument of Witten is diretly appliable.
In the region for whih the lowest mode beomes tahyoni L < 2pi
√
2α′ the nine-
dimensional theory should be replaed by an appropriate T-dual desription. In the su-
persymmetri ase the appropriate T-dual desription is the Type I theory. This theory
an also onstruted from Type IIB by gauging the world-sheet parity Ω (Type IIB/Ω) and
adding 32 D9-branes to anel the resulting massless RR and NSNS tadpoles. At strong
oupling this theory is desribed by the weakly oupled HsusySO(32) theory. See gure 5 in the
appendix.
For the T-dual of Type 0' one expets a perturbative desription in terms of a nonsuper-
symmetri analog of Type I theory. Before disussing this theory in detail we use the strong
form of our onjeture to antiipate some of its features. The semi-lassial instability in
eleven-dimensions annihilates both the gauge degrees of freedom and the spaetime. In
the ompatiation at hand the gauge degrees of freedom and the spaetime are desribed
by two dierent setors of the theory (the former by open strings and the latter by losed
strings). The single semi-lassial annihilation instability of the eleven-dimensional theory
should then desend to two tahyoni instabilities, one leading to the annihilation of the
gauge degrees of freedom and the other leading to the annihilation of spaetime.[54℄
To onstrut the T-dual theory we permute the two Z2 symmetries. In the strict L→ 0
limit one is then left with Type 0B/Ω, whih has been alled Type 0 theory (a nonsuper-
symmetri analog of Type I). This theory has been onstruted in [14, 21, 22, 23℄ and indeed
ontains both open string tahyons harged under the gauge symmetry as well as a losed
string tahyon (the Type 0B tahyon survives the Ω projetion). The massless NSNS tad-
pole ontribution for Type 0B/Ω is twie that in Type IIB/Ω, so to formulate the Type
0B/Ω theory in at spae (whih we expet for the T-dual desription of Type 0' in at
spae) requires the addition of 64 D9-branes. The absene of massless RR tadpoles implies
that 32 of these should be D9-branes and the other 32 D9-branes. However the Type 0
theories exhibit two types of Dp-brane for any given p distinguished by their harge under
the twisted setor elds [14, 23℄. If we designate these by Dp′ and Dp′′, then the massless
tadpoles an be anelled by adding n D9′ − D9′ pairs and 32 − n D9′′ − D9′′ pairs. The
resulting gauge symmetry is then SO(n) × SO(n) × SO(32 − n) × SO(32 − n). Of ourse
we originally had the 16 D8-branes and 16 D8-branes of Type 0', but these are standard
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Type II D8-branes. For nite radius on the T-dual side the situation an be desribed by
the splitting of Type II Dp-branes into pairs of Type 0 Dp′/Dp′′-branes on the dual irle
[24℄, however some subtleties for the strit L→ 0 limit are unresolved.[55℄ This is presently
under investigation [25℄.
This gauge symmetry enhanement is an unusual feature of Sherk-Shwarz ompatia-
tions. The point is that for a Sherk-Shwarz ompatiation there are new twisted setor
states in the theory whih only beome light as R → 0. In the losed string setor these
states form an essential part of the onjetured relationship between Type 0A and M-theory
[14℄ where they beome the additional NSNS and RR elds of Type 0A (relative to Type
IIA). In the ase of open strings they lead to the gauge symmetry enhanement disussed
above [25℄.
8. Type 0 at Strong Coupling
Our analysis thus far has been based on perturbative onstrutions and nonperturbative
relations motivated by the tahyon/semi-lassial instability onjeture. At this point we will
take an aside from the main line of this paper to omplete the piture that seems to emerge.
If we are bold enough to push the admittedly speulative results of setion IIA 7 to strong
oupling we may expet that the S-dual of the Type 0 theory disussed above will involve
a nonsupersymmetri heteroti string theory with a tahyoni instability whih is harged
under the gauge symmetry. The task then is to identify whih of the seven andidate theories
is appropriate. We should point out the similarity between the limits of FH that we have
been onsidering and the standard piture for the HW bakground 5. Where the Type 0'
theory resulted from ompatifying the FH theory on a irle with a Wilson line Y breaking
the E8×E8 to SO(16)×SO(16), we an onsider also ompatifying the HE8×SO(16) theory
on a irle with the same Wilson line Y . The resulting T-dual desription is the HSO(32)
theory [26℄. This leads us to onjeture that the S-dual of Type 0 is desribed by the HSO(32)
string as in gure 6.
An unusual feature of this S-duality proposal is the hange in rank of the gauge symmetry
group. Though S-dualities of this type are know in eld theory [27℄, we know of no suh
example in string theory. Of ourse the S-duality relationship that we have proposed has
its geometri origin in a ompatiation torus whih involves a Sherk-Shwarz yle. The
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subtleties involved in a strit zero-radius limit for a Sherk-Shwarz irle should manifest
itself when taking the strong oupling limit of Type 0. This mismath in gauge group rank
was pointed out in a losely related ontext in [28, 29℄. It also motivated the authors of
[23℄ to onjeture that the strong oupling dual of the ten-dimensional Type 0 theory is the
D = 26 bosoni string ompatied on the SO(32) lattie sine this is the only possible
losed string theory with a rank 32 gauge group. Our onjeture stems from a larger sheme
of dualities (presented in gure 6 in the appendix) akin to the familiar web of dualities
shown in gure 5. We nd these similarities very ompelling and are presently working to
understand the gauge symmetry enhanement issue in more detail [25℄.
A standard tehnique for supporting S-duality onjetures is to nd a stable soliton that
beomes light in the strong oupling limit and identify its utuation spetra with that of the
fundamental degrees of freedom in the dual theory. In Type I/Heteroti SO(32) duality for
instane the massless utuations of the Type I D-string (with mass inversely proportional
to the string oupling) are identied with world-sheet elds of the F -string in HsusySO(32) [30℄.
In partiular the DD open string modes beome the F -string elds with spaetime quantum
numbers while the DN open string modes go over to the urrent algebra degrees of freedom.
Trying to apply this reasoning to the present ase immediately onfronts an ambiguity in
that there are two types of non-tahyoni D-string present in Type 0 [14, 23℄. Furthermore
the utuation spetrum on eitherD-string does not math up with the worldsheet struture
of the HSO(32) F -string. The resolution of this ambiguity has already been suggested in [14℄
based on observations noted earlier in [31℄. The appropriate soliton to onsider is a bound
state of the two D-strings present in the theory. In partiular the modes of open strings
strethed between the twoD-strings give rise to the worldsheet fermions arrying a spaetime
vetor index in the dual theory. These bound states are very interesting on their own in so
far as they are very BPS-like despite being non-supersymmetri. For example when parallel
two of these bound states exhibit no fore on one another in a manner analogous to BPS
D-strings. In addition the bound state is deoupled from all of the twisted setor elds in
the theory inluding the bulk tahyon [31℄. Similar proposals have been disussed for the
self-duality of Type 0B [14, 32℄. A thorough understanding of these soliton bound states
would provide onsiderable support for the piture that we have outlined and is presently
under investigation.
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B. 10D → 9D
We now turn to appliations of the onjeture for ompatiations from ten to nine
dimensions. Some advantages over the previous disussion are that any Kaluza-Klein gauge
eld will now reside in the NSNS setor of the perturbative string desriptions and there
is no oupling interpretation for ompat dimensions (thus avoiding problems with strong
oupling extrapolations).
Perhaps the most important aspet of starting in ten-dimensions is that we have at our
disposal the full quantum theory (as opposed to its low-energy eetive eld theory limit
in the eleven-dimensional ase). Sine the M9 × S1R,B is at (though globally nontrivial),
string quantization on this bakground is straightforward. We an always redue the theory
to nine-dimensions to obtain the orresponding urved NSNS Melvin bakgrounds, but for
our purposes the spetrum alulation in ten-dimensions will sue.
There are numerous supersymmetri ten-dimensional starting points. We will rst briey
present the ten-dimensional version of the twisted irle semi-lassial instability whih par-
allels setion IIA 1. This analysis will apply to any perturbative string theory ompatied
on a twisted irle[56℄. We will then move on to a ase by ase analysis of the small R limit.
Type IIA/B exhibit similar behavior as do the two heteroti theories. Type I we disuss on
its own.
1. Twisted Cirle M9 × S1R,B
Our disussion of the semi-lassial instability of twisted irle ompatiations in 11D
arries over to this ase with little hange. We will quikly highlight the results. The
ten-dimensional geometry is at with the nontrivial identiations
x9 ∼ x9 + 2pin1R (26)
φ ∼ φ+ 2pin1BR + 2pin2.
The ten-dimensional Eulidean Kerr boune solution is given by
ds210 = (1−
µ
r5Σ
)dτ 2 − 2µαsin
2θ
r5Σ
dτdφ+
Σ
r2 − α2 − µr−5dr
2 + Σdθ2 (27)
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+
sin2θ
Σ
[(r2 − α2)Σ− µ
r5
α2sin2θ]dφ2 + r2cos2θdΩ6.
To math this boune solution to the twisted irle bakground the blak hole mass and
angular momentum parameters (µ, α) must satisfy
R =
2µ
7r6H − 5α2r4H
(28)
B =
αr5H
µ
− α|α|R
where the horizon radius rH now satises
r2H = α
2 +
µ
r5H
. (29)
The deay rate is given by
Γ ∼ e− 15pi
4µR
112G10
(30)
The post deay evolution of these ten-dimensional theories may be addressed by repeating
the analysis of setion IIA 1 everywhere replaing dΩ6 → dΩ5. The piture is that of an
expanding bubble of nothing with surfae isometry group SO(2)× SO(6). Two aspets of
the semi-lassial instability are important for the disussion in the next setion. First of all
the analytially ontinued boune solution (bubble) onstruted in setion IIA 1 is entered
about ρ = 0 in the plane dening the twist parameter B. It is diult to imagine an o-axis
boune (entered around ρ 6= 0) having the orret asymptoti form to be glued into the
deaying spaetime, i.e. SO(2) isometry dened about ρ = 0. In addition the pre-deay
geometry is translationally invariant along the hyperplane, so one would expet the semi-
lassial deay to proeed by nuleating bubbles with a uniform distribution along the ρ = 0
hyperplane. These bubbles will expand o the hyperplane eventually aeting the geometry
at all points in the spaetime. For the ritially twisted ase B = 1
R
the identiations (26)
at trivially on the spaetime and the U(1)×SO(6, 1)×SO(2) isometry is restored to a full
U(1)× SO(8, 1). The ρ = 0 hyperplane is no longer distinguished and so the geometry will
deay by prodution of spherially symmetri bubbles nuleated throughout the spaetime.
2. Type IIA/B
The R <
√
α′ limit of the twisted irle ompatiation works out very niely for the
Type IIA/B starting points. The spetra of these theories has been analyzed in detail in
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[33, 34℄ and we will reount only a few important aspets of their results. Our purpose is to
ompare these results with the semilassial instability desribed above oering support for
our onjeture that these instabilites are related.
For |B| 6= 0, 1
R
the 9+1-dimensional Lorentz invariane of unompatied theory is bro-
ken to 6+1-dimensional Lorentz invariane by the twisted ompatiation. These theories
ontain tahyoni states in the winding setors for R < 2α′|B|. Combining this with the
limited range of the twist parameter 0 ≤ |B| ≤ 1
R
, we see that the largest value of R for
whih the theory is tahyoni is R =
√
2α′ whih ours for the ritial twist |B| = 1
R
.
When B = 0 the theory is supersymmetri and there are of ourse no tahyoni modes.
For any |B| 6= 0 the lowest mass state is a (w = 1) winding mode in the NS+NS+ setor
with a negative mass shift due to its angular momentum in the φ-plane. This arises from a
gyromagneti interation term in the string Hamiltonian of the form
− 2BRw
α′
( ̂JR − ̂JL) (31)
where
̂JR, ̂JL are the angular momentum operators in the φ-plane. In terms of world-sheet
osillator exitations it is the same tensor utuation that in at spae gives rise to the
graviton.
For |B| 6= 0, 1
R
the winding states (losing only up to n1 = w in (26)) must not only
streth over the irle, but must also streth to aomodate the ar-length subtended by
2piwBR. This learly depends on the distane ρ from the hyperplane about whih φ is
dened giving a winding energy ontribution to the string mass of the form
δm2 =
w2R2
α′2
(1 + ρ2B2). (32)
The tahyoni states in the theory are neessarily winding states and for B 6= 0 it is lear
that any nite negative mass ontribution will be anelled for suiently large values of ρ.
The tahyoni states are thus eetively loalized about ρ = 0. This ts in niely with our
onjeture relating the semi-lassial instability for large R to the tahyoni instability for
small R. In both ases the deay seed is loalized to the distinguished hyperplane.
One an go even further and analyze the perturbative spetrum for the ritial ase
|B| = 1
R
. Naively the argument based on (32) would seem to again imply loalization of
twisted states. However a areful treatment of string quantization reveals that for a ritial
twist the shift in normal ordering onstant restores the zero mode struture in the φ-plane
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[33, 34℄. The tahyons are no longer loalized to the ρ = 0 hyperplane in aord with the
deloalization of semi-lassial bubble prodution for the large radius ritially twisted irle.
This result is not suprising insofar as we an onsider the ritially twisted ase in terms of
trivial irle ompatiation with a reversal of spin struture on the S1R. One an argue that
the R→ 0 limit of Type IIA/B on a ritially twisted (Sherk-Shwarz) an be desribed by
Type 0A/B on M9 × S12R→0 whih are better desribed by the T-dual Type0B/A theories
on M10.[57℄ This leads one to pose the following question. Suppose we start with Type 0A
string theory onM10 whih has its usual at-spae tahyon. We wish to onnet this tahyon
to a semi-lassial instability. There appear to be two andidates. Either M-theory on a
ritially twisted irle or Type IIB string theory on a ritially twisted irle of vanishing
radius. Though both instabilities lead to the annihilation of spaetime, the rst proeeds
via an eleven-dimensional bubble geometry while the latter proeeds via a ten-dimensional
bubble geometry. This essentially beomes a question of limits. Though M10 resembles in
many ways M9 × S1R→∞ there are global distintions (for example quantization onditions).
If we are interested in the Type 0A tahyon in stritlyM10 then we should identify it with the
M-theory instability sine the limiting theory is fully ten-dimensional (the ompatiation
radius playing the role of the oupling). The Sherk-Shwarz ompatiation of IIB only
approahes 0A on M10 as M9 × S1R→∞. However one may still suppose that a similar
ambiguity would hold for Type 0A on M9 × S1R where R is nite and nonzero. In this ase
either M-theory on M9 × SSSR11 × S1R or IIB on M9 × SSSα′
2R
would seem to work. However the
latter does not T-dualize to Type 0A on M9×S1R, but rather to Type 0A on M9× ˜SSSα′
2R
.[58℄
Again the appropriate instability is the M-theory one.
3. Heteroti SO(32)/E8 × E8
The twisted irle semi-lassial instability is generi. Any theory with a gravity setor
formulated on this bakground will deay by nuleating (possibly deformed) bubbles of noth-
ing. If the twisted irle radius is small enough the semi-lassial alulation is no longer
valid and we believe the same underlying instability should emerge in whatever desription
beomes appropriate. We an push this further and say that sine the semi-lassial instabil-
ity is generi then, at least for twisted irle ompatiations, the orresponding tahyoni
instabilities should be generi. For theories with gauge degrees of freedom this an be a
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nontrivial issue.
Consider taking either of the supersymmetri heteroti theories and ompatifying on a
twisted irle. The nontrivial boundary onditions for arbitrary B will aet both bosons
and fermions winding around the ompat irle, but should leave massless the nonwinding
gauge bosons of the heteroti theory. The gauge symmetry should thus remain unbroken.
It would be natural then to expet that the tahyoni instability will be neutral under
the heteroti gauge symmetry. We expet the spetrum of heteroti strings on a twisted
irle to be very similar to the spetrum of Type II strings on a twisted irle barring
the usual dierenes between the spetra of the free theories. A ursory investigation of
the spetrum of these theories in [34℄ supports this piture. In partiular the negative mass
ontributions attributable to the gyromagneti interation term renders the lowest NS+NS+
states tahyoni. This gauge neutral tahyoni state is exatly what we expet from our
onjeture relating it to the semi-lassial instability. The story hanges onsiderably if we
inlude a Wilson line along the twisted irle whih breaks the heteroti gauge symmetry
to some subgroup. In this ase the semi-lassial instability is assoiated with a gauge
symmetry breaking ompatiation and we expet the orresponding tahyons to transform
nontrivially under the unbroken gauge group. The details of the spetrum are urrently
under investigation.
The ritial ase without a Wilson line poses an interesting problem for the heteroti
strings. Consider setting |B| = 1
R
and sending the ompatiation radius to zero. By
the interpolating orbifold argument the resulting desription an be desribed in terms of
a nonsupersymmetri string theory on M10 that is the T-dual of the result of twisting the
orginal theory by (−1)Fs . Surveying the table of onsistent nonsupersymmetri heteroti
strings in setion IIA 6 we nd that there is no at spae theory with gauge group E8 ×
E8. In addition the theory with gauge group SO(32) exhibits a tahyon whih transforms
nontrivially under the gauge group in ontradition to the expetations outlined above.
The resolution of this puzzle is what makes the heteroti ase so interesting. The two
supersymmetri heteroti string theories are atually invariant under a twist by (−1)Fs as
pointed out in [35℄. Combined with the self-duality of these theories under T-duality, the
result is that the R→ 0 limit of a ritially twisted ompatiation of these theories returns
the original theory on M9 × S1α′/R→∞. In this ase the assoiation is not between a semi-
lassial instability on one hand and a tahyoni instability on the other, but rather between
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semi-lassial instabilities both large and small ompatiation radii. This ase represents
the single exeption we have found to the strong form of our onjeture. If we inlude a
Wilson line along the ritially twisted irle, then the R → 0 limit an be desribed by
the T-duals of the nonsupersymmetri heteroti theories and the deloalized semi-lassial
instabilities desend to the bulk tahyons.
Our onjeture then implies that the fate of these theories after ondensation of the losed
string tahyon involves the annihilation of spaetime.
This poses a resolution to an issue raised by Suyama [36, 37℄. Working under the as-
sumption that ondensation of the tahyon in the nonsupersymmetri heteroti theories
takes the theories to a stable supersymmetri bakground the only hoies for the endpoint
involve the gauge symmetries SO(32), E8× E8. It was pointed out that ondensation of a
tahyon transforming nontrivially under a gauge symmetry should redue the rank of the
gauge group. However, the ranks of the gauge symmetries for the nonsupersymmetri het-
eroti strings are already as small or smaller than in the two supersymmetri ases. Our
onlusion, i.e. that ondensation of the tahyon leads to an annihilation of the spaetime,
avoids this puzzle entirely.
A notable exeption is the HSO(16)×SO(16) theory whih exhibits no tahyoni instabil-
ity. This theory may be obtained as the T-dual of a Sherk-Shwarz orbifold of either
HsusySO(32) or H
susy
E8×E8 with appropriate Wilson lines. One expets a semilassial instability
towards spaetime annihilation, however in this ase it is unlear to what the semi-lassial
instability desends. However this ase is unique in that this partiular Sherk-Shwarz
ompatiation generates a positive osmologial onstant. For all other Sherk-Shwarz
ompatiations the osmologial onstant is negative driving the theory towards om-
patiation and thus towards the tahyoni regime. In this ase the positive osmologial
onstant generates a potential whih pushes the theory towards deompatiation thereby
restoring the supersymmetri bakground with whih we began.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Our aim in this paper has largely been twofold. On the one hand we have taken seriously
the idea that semi-lassial gravitational instabilities in supersymmetry breaking ompati-
ations may in ertain limits redue to perturbative instabilities signalled by the appearane
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of a losed string tahyon. In making this identiation it is then natural to identify the
endpoint of ondensation of the tahyon with the endpoint of the semi-lassial instability.
In every ase that we have onsidered the endpoint involves an annihilation of the metri
degrees of freedom. We have further made a ase for the naturalness of suh a atastrophi
fate by omparing these theories to those theories exhibiting open string tahyons for whih
extensive evidene has been presented. In both ases the orresponding degrees of freedom
are annihilated.
On the other hand we have used this onnetion between semi-lassial instabilities and
tahyons to explore a possible web of dualities involving nonsupersymetri string theories.
In partiular the eleven-dimensional origins of many nonsupersymmetri ten-dimensional
string bakgrounds has been onjetured and the overall piture appears to hang together
quite niely. Our disussion of the limits of the Fabinger-Horava theory onstitute to our
knowledge the rst attempt to extend the 0A/M-theory relation of Bergman and Gaberdiel
[14℄ to the heteroti theories.[59℄
A by produt of our arguments is that Sherk-Shwarz ompatiation is not a very useful
tool for onstruting phenomenologial SUSY breaking theories. In this the usual problem
has been that the radius R of the ompatiation irle would tend to zero beause of
the potential that developes at one loop (and higher) [38℄.[60℄ Thus the system approahes
the tahyoni regime. However one might imagine that this modulus is stabilized either by
lassial ux terms or by some non-perturbative quantum eet. One would of ourse want
this stabilization to our at some R >
√
α′ , in order to avoid having a tahyon (and also
usually to get smaller than string sale SUSY breaking). However at suh radii the semi-
lassial instability of Witten that we disussed extensively in this paper takes over.[61℄ It
may be possible of ourse that the uxes (or quantum eets) are suh as to stabilize the
radius at a large enough value suh that the semi-lassial deay lifetime is larger than the
age of the universe, but this strikes us as being somewhat unnatural.
There are a number of outstanding issues assoiated with our onlusions. First of all
a quantitative desription of the ondensation of losed string tahyons in a vein similar
to the open string ase would put all of these speulations on a muh rmer footing. The
boune solutions for Sherk-Shwarz orbifolds with Wilson lines are under onsideration.
These might shed light on a nonperturbative framework for the other nonsupersymmetri
heteroti theories.[62℄ Subtleties assoiated with the zero-radius limit of Sherk-Shwarz
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ompatiations are unresolved but under urrent investigation [25℄.
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twists this into 0A on S12R. The fator of 2 arises from the half shift and beomes irrelevant
in the deompatiation limit. An extensive appliation of these interpolating models for
nonsupersymmetri string theories is in [28℄[29℄.
[51℄ Right-moving here is simply − hirality under the SO(1, 1) isometry of the (t, x9) ylinder,
and 8′′ is the onjugate spinor of SO(8).
[52℄ More preisely, the HsusyE8×E8 makes use of the left-moving urrent algebra in two independent
sets,e.g. in the free fermioni onstrution the urrent algebra is arried by two independent
sets of 16 left moving fermions. The HsusySO(32) on the other hand makes use of a single set of 32
left moving fermions.
[53℄ In the free-fermioni onstrution the world-sheet elds are divided into 8 left and 8
right-moving bosons (∂Xµ, ˜∂Xµ), 8 right-moving fermions ψ˜µ, and two sets of 16 left-
moving fermions (ψA, ψB). The H
susy
E8×E8 GSO onstraints involve exp(ipiFA) = exp(ipiFB) =
exp(ipiF˜ ) = +1, whereas the HE8×SO(16) onstrution uses exp(ipiFA) = exp(ipiFB + ipiF˜ ) =
+1, where FA, FB , F˜ are the world-sheet fermion numbers for ψA, ψB , ψ˜µ respetively.
[54℄ This is in ontrast to the disussion in setion IIA 6. For heteroti strings it is diult to
imagine an annihilation of the gauge degrees of freedom (now arried by losed strings) without
losing all losed string degrees of freedom.
[55℄ We thank Oren Bergman for several useful disussions on this and related issues.
[56℄ The semilassial instability arises in the gravity setor whih is ommon to all ve perturbative
string theories.
[57℄ These arguments again rely on interpolating orbifolds.
[58℄ The dual Sherk-Shwarz irle may be formally written as
S1
R
(−1)fR×S
where fR is the right
moving world-sheet fermion number [14℄.
[59℄ In an earlier version of this paper we disussed a simple Sherk-Shwarz ompatiation of
the Horava-Witten bakground. After several disussions with Oren Bergman we feel that this
bakground deserves more investigation and so we leave this analysis to future work [25℄.
[60℄ We wish to thank Oren Bergman for pointing out an error in the rst of this paper where we
stated that the irle tends to deompatify. Though the restoration of supersymmetry seems
natural in this ontext, the sign of the potential found by Rohm does in fat indiate that the
irle is driven towards smaller radius.
[61℄ An issue assoiated with this is the eet of a onserved ux on the spaetime annihilation
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piture. At present this is unlear. We thank Yonatan Zunger for pointing this out.
[62℄ The equivalene of supersymmetri heteroti strings on SUSY-breaking Melvin bakgrounds
to nonsupersymmetri heteroti strings has been thoroughly investigated in [36℄[37℄[41℄[42℄.
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